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About This Content

Dogs of Hades - Intro Pack

You can get this product for free by downloading this file and placing it in your modules folder for Fantasy Grounds (Note that
the purchased version is updated through Fantasy Grounds, whereas the downloaded file will need to be re-downloaded every

time there is an update).

Spartans in space!

In the far future, Athena's people have conquered many barbarian worlds, but in the wake of the Sakalid War it's a tense place,
full of political backstabbing and the ever-present prospect of armed conflict between the city states.

Dogs of Hades: Characters

Dogs of Hades is Savag Mojo's Greek Space Opera setting and there are some pre-generated characters to help players start
their adventures as soon a possible. These are just some of your many options!

Dogs of Hades: Aphrodite

The young and handsome Parmenio, son of Demetrius (a rich and influential nobleman), has fallen in love with Zoe, the
enchanting daughter of Hipparchus and Adara (an equally rich and influential family in Methone).
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Unfortunately these two families are deadly rivals and a union of love between them won't be accepted by either. The PCs must
help the desperate Parmenio kidnap his love from under her father's nose and get them married before their families can stop

love from blooming!

Dogs of Hades: Harpies

When Man was allowed to set foot on her garden world, Athena still kept many areas for herself. In this wilderness monsters
and wild animals live free and man is not welcome. Now, the son of a nobleman has been snatched by harpies.

Harpies is a Dogs of Hades 'One Sheet' to give a feel for the realm of Garden of Athena where Dogs of Hades is set.

Dogs of Hades: Hera

The young and hot-headed Parmenio, son of Demetrius (a rich and influential nobleman) has fallen in love with Zoe, the spoiled
daughter of Hipparchus and Adara (an equally rich and influential family in Methone). However, in this version, Hera become

very unamused when Demetrius kidnaps Zoe during a festival to honor Hera.

Young Love: Hera is Hera's version of the story between Demetrius and Zoe. This one sheet is set in the realm of Garden of
Athena, where Dogs of Hades is set.

Dogs of Hades: Ramblings

Six hoplites have been killed while patrolling the dangerous streets of Gortyna. It semms the motive to the murder runs back
fifty years to the time of the treachery during the Sakalid War and has to do with a supposedly hidden treasure.

Ramblings in a Dogs of Hades One Sheet portraying the realm Garden of Athena, in which Dogs of Hades is set.

Dogs of Hades: The Stand

On the garden-planet of Ashtorm in a remote part of the Methonian colony there, the heroes and a handful of hoplites must hold
a small military outpost against a large barbarian force until they can either find a way to escape or get reinforcements.

The Stand is a Dogs of Hades'One Sheet' set in the realm Garden of Athena.

Converted by: Jeannette Jarrar

Requires: An active subscription or a one time purchase of a Fantasy Grounds Full or Ultimate license and a one time purchase
of the Savage Worlds ruleset.

Released on September 02, 2018. Designed for Fantasy Grounds version 3.3.6 and higher.
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Title: Fantasy Grounds - Dogs of Hades Intro Pack (Savage Worlds)
Genre: Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
SmiteWorks USA, LLC
Release Date: 6 Sep, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7x , 8x or 10x

Processor: 1.6 GHz or higher processor

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics card recommended

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: a sound card is required for voice communication using external programs like Google Hangouts, Skype or
Discord.

Additional Notes: Requirements vary by the add-ons installed and the number of players connecting to your game.
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